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Optimization of Triboelectric Nanogenerator
Charging Systems for Efficient Energy
Harvesting and Storage
Simiao Niu, Ying Liu, Yu Sheng Zhou, Sihong Wang, Long Lin, and Zhong Lin Wang
Abstract— Triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) technology has
emerged as a new mechanical energy harvesting technology with
numerous advantages. This paper analyzes its charging behavior
together with a load capacitor. Through numerical and analytical
modeling, the charging performance of a TENG with a bridge
rectifier under periodic external mechanical motion is completely
analogous to that of a dc voltage source in series with an
internal resistance. An optimum load capacitance that matches
the TENGs impedance is observed for the maximum stored
energy. This optimum load capacitance is theoretically detected
to be linearly proportional to the charging cycle numbers and the
inherent TENG capacitance. Experiments were also performed
to further validate our theoretical anticipation and show the
potential application of this paper in guiding real experimental
designs.
Index Terms— Capacitor, charging characteristics, mechanical
energy harvesting, triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG).

I. I NTRODUCTION

W

ITH the rapid growth of portable electronics and sensor
networks, mobile and sustainable energy sources
for these devices become indispensable in modern society.
In addition to the use of batteries, harvesting energy from
ambient environment for powering these devices has attracted
extensive attention recently. Among all of the energy sources,
universally available mechanical energy has become a plausible solution. Traditional mechanical-energy-harvesting techniques have long been focused on electromagnetic [1], [2],
electrostatic [3]–[7], and piezoelectric methods [8]. Recently,
triboelectric nanogenerators (TENGs) based on contact
electrification [9]–[11] and electrostatic induction emerge as
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a promising mechanical energy harvesting technique because
of their unique figure of merits, including high output power
density, ultrahigh energy conversion efficiency, low weight,
cost-effective materials, and high adaptability design to different applications [12]–[16]. However, because of the inherent
uncontrollable and unstable characteristics of environmental
mechanical energy sources, the converted electrical energy
from TENGs is thus unstable and hardly utilized to directly
power electronic devices. Usually, storage elements such as
capacitors or batteries are needed to stabilize and regulate the
power output for direct application [13]. Thus, understanding
the integration performance of TENGs with an energy storage
unit is critical for designing a practical energy-harvesting
system. However, until now there are many mysteries about
the charging behavior of TENGs. First, their basic charging
characteristics are not yet clear. In addition, the influence of the
load capacitance and TENG parameters on the charging characteristics is still unknown. Finally, similar to a resistive load,
there should be an optimum load capacitance for maximized
energy storage, while a mismatch between the TENG and
the load capacitance could dramatically decrease the energy
storage efficiency. However, the validation of these statements
and how the TENG parameters can affect this optimum load
capacitance still needs to be investigated.
In this paper, the characteristics of utilizing a TENG to
charge a capacitor were discussed in depth. First, the easiest
unidirectional charging was analyzed to show the importance
of impedance match in the design of such systems. Then,
a much more complicated multicycle charging process was
analyzed to show the unique TENG charging characteristics.
An optimum load capacitance was observed for the maximized
energy storage. To obtain the optimized design strategy for
such system, the analytical solution of the optimum load
capacitance was detected and its dependence on the charging
cycle numbers and TENG structural parameters was shown.
Finally, corresponding experiments were performed to further
validate the above theoretical prediction and show its application in guiding experiments.
II. TENG C HARGING P ERFORMANCE U NDER
U NIDIRECTIONAL M ECHANICAL M OTION
We start our discussion with the simplest case, which is,
utilizing a single-electrode TENG to charge a load
capacitor (C L ) under a unidirectional mechanical motion.
In this process, no external rectifier is needed, as the charging
current of the TENG is also unidirectional. In addition, the
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Fig. 1. (a) Structure for single-electrode TENG used in the unidirectional
charging calculation. (b) Equivalent circuit model of the whole system in the
unidirectional charging calculation.

inherent capacitance (C T ) of a single-electrode TENG is
nearly constant, which will also simplify our discussion [17].
As shown in Fig. 1(a), the model of a single-electrode TENG
contains a moving dielectric and two stationary electrodes
(primary and reference electrodes) [17]. The dielectric and the
primary electrode will undergo contact electrification. After
the contact electrification, the top dielectric carries negative
charges with a density of −σ on its bottom surface and the
primary electrode has the same amount of positive charges.
When the dielectric and the primary electrode are vertically
separated (the separation distance is defined as x), electrons
will transfer from the reference electrode to the primary electrode because of the electrostatic induction. With Q defined
as the transferred charges from the primary electrode to the
reference electrode, the total charges on the primary electrode
and the bottom electrode is σ S − Q and Q, respectively. The
charges on the top plate of the load capacitor are defined
as Q C. Thus, with the previous demonstrated equivalent circuit
model of TENGs [18], the equivalent circuit diagram of the
whole system can be shown [Fig. 1(b)]. In this first-order
equivalent circuit model, there are no resistors included mainly
because of the following three reasons.
1) The inherent TENG resistance is purposely designed to
be close to infinity to maximize the power output.
2) The parasitic resistance from the metal electrode is
negligible compared with the impedance of normal load
conditions.
3) The mechanical motion period applied to the TENG is
much smaller than the surface triboelectric charge decay
time constant, so the decay of the surface triboelectric
charge can also be neglected.
To solve the above equivalent circuit, the initial condition
must be specified. As a typical example, we consider the case
that at t = 0, the top dielectric has stopped at x = 0 position
for a long time and just starts moving. In addition, no initial
charges are stored on the load capacitor, so initial charges on
both C T and C L are 0 (Q(t = 0) = Q C (t = 0) = 0). Thus,
the following equations can be obtained from Kirchhoff’s law
and node charge conservation, where V stands for the voltage
across C L and VOC stands for the open circuit (OC) voltage of

Fig. 2.
TENG charging characteristics under unidirectional mechanical
motion. (a) Voltage-time relationship at different load capacitances. (b) Stored
charge-time relationship at different load capacitances. (c) Influence of the
load capacitance on the final voltage and charge stored in the load capacitor.
(d) Final stored energy profile with load capacitance.

the TENG under minimum achievable charge reference state
1 C
1
Q + VOC =
Q
CT
CL
Q C − Q = Q C (t = 0) − Q(t = 0) = 0.
V =−

(1)
(2)

In practical application, the motion of the dielectric always
has a maximum separation distance, which is defined as x max .
Thus, the final voltage and charge on the capacitor when a
full separation is reached (x reaches x max ) can be obtained by
solving the above two equations. [VOC,max and Q SC,max stands
for the OC voltage and short circuit (SC) transferred charge
of the TENG when x = x max ]
C T VOC,max
Q SC,max
=
C L + CT
C L + CT
C L Q SC,max
Q C (x = x max ) =
.
C L + CT
V (x = x max ) =

(3)
(4)

Thus, the total energy stored in the capacitor (E C ) can be
given by
EC =

1
C L [Q SC (x = x max )]2
C L [V (x = x max )]2 =
.
2
2(C L + C T )2

(5)

To obtain an intuitive sense of such equations, numerical
calculation for the single-electrode TENG under constant
velocity motion condition is performed and output profiles
as a function of time with different load capacitances are
shown in Fig. 2. (The detailed calculation parameters are
listed in Table I.) When C L is small, its impedance is much
larger than the impedance of C T . Thus, almost all of the
VOC is applied on C L and the TENG is working under a
quasi-OC condition. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 2(a), the
voltage charging curves for small C L are all close to the
VOC curve. However, the stored charge is still close to zero
because of the small C L , leading to a limited final stored
energy. On the opposite, when C L is very large, its impedance
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS U TILIZED IN THE C ALCULATION OF THE U NIDIRECTIONAL

TABLE II
PARAMETERS U TILIZED IN THE C ALCULATION OF THE M ULTICYCLE

C HARGING B EHAVIORS FOR A S INGLE -E LECTRODE TENG

C HARGING B EHAVIORS FOR A C ONTACT-M ODE
ATTACHED -E LECTRODE TENG

Fig. 3. Equivalent circuit diagram for TENG charging performance calculation under periodic mechanical motion. (a) Structure of the contactmode attached-electrode TENG used in the calculation. (b) Circuit diagram
showing the conduction condition of full-bridge rectifier in the first half cycle.
(c) Simplified circuit diagram under ideal diode approximation in the first half
cycle.

is much smaller than the impedance of C T , so the voltage
applied on C L is approximately zero. At this moment, the
TENG is working under a quasi-SC condition and the storedcharge curves for large C L are all close to the Q SC curve.
However, the total stored energy is still limited because of the
low voltage across C L . From the above analysis, only at the
transition region the stored energy can reach its maximum.
Mathematically, it can be easily derived from (5) that the
optimum load capacitance (C L ,opt ) at which the maximum
stored energy is reached is equal to C T , as shown in Fig. 2(d).
Physically, this means the impedance match between the
TENG and the load is reached.

III. TENG C HARGING P ERFORMANCE U NDER
P ERIODIC M ECHANICAL M OTION
Above, we analyzed the charging behavior of a
single-electrode TENG to charge a load capacitor under
a unidirectional motion. However, in practical applications,
the mechanical motion is almost never unidirectional,
resulting in an ac charging current. Therefore, a full-bridge
diode rectifier is necessary to prevent the charge leaking back
from C L to the TENG. In addition, the inherent capacitance
of most TENGs is time-variant [20]. Therefore, the real
case is much more complicated than the above discussion.
As a typical example, the case we analyzed in Section III is
a contact-mode attached-electrode TENG under a periodic

Fig. 4. TENG charging characteristics under periodic mechanical motion.
(a) Voltage-time relationship at different load capacitances. (b) Stored chargetime relationship at different load capacitances. (c) Influence of the load
capacitance on the final voltage and charge stored in the load capacitor.
(d) Final stored energy profile with load capacitance.

harmonic motion process [21]



πv
1 1
− cos
x = x max
t .
2 2
x max

(6)

The structure of this TENG is shown in Fig. 3(a) and its
working principle is very similar to the above single-electrode
TENG [21]. Utilizing the parameters listed in Table II, we can
obtain the numerical results of this nonlinear time-variant
system shown in Fig. 3(b) from the TENG-simulator demonstrated in our previous work [18]. The simulation results are
shown in Fig. 4. As shown in Fig. 4(a), a saturation charging
curve is observed for all the load capacitors, which is very
similar to a typical resistor-capacitor (RC) charging curve in
shape. At t = 0, the load capacitor is charging at a maximum
speed. Then, the charging speed gradually slows down and
finally the same saturation voltage ∼104.8 V is reached for
all the different load capacitors. It takes less time to charge a
smaller C L to reach its saturation voltage. However, a different
trend is observed for the stored charges. At beginning, the
curves for all load capacitors converge to one linear curve, with
the charging rate of 2Q SC,max per cycle. However, when time
increases, the curves from small C L shift downward first and
finally get saturated. At this moment, very few charges can be
pumped into the capacitor. The voltage and the stored charge
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of the load capacitor after 1000 charging cycles are shown in
Fig. 4(c), which have the similar trend as the unidirectional
charging case. When C L is small enough, the voltage on the
load capacitor is approximately its saturation voltage while the
stored charges are close to zero and proportional to C L . When
C L is large enough, the stored charges are approximately
2kQSC,max while the voltage is close to zero and inversely
proportional to C L . Similar to the previous unidirectional
charging, an optimum capacitance for maximum stored energy
is also observed in the transition region of C L .
In addition to the demonstrated numerical calculation, an
analytical solution is preferred to better understand the underline physics despite the fact that only approximate solution
can be derived. To address this nonlinear time-variant system,
linearizing the diodes of the bridge rectifier is a critical step.
As shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b), in the first half of each cycle, the
top plate is moving upward and Voc is increasing. Neglecting
the reverse leakage current of the diode, we can assume only
diode 1 and 3 are conducting in this step and diode 2 and 4
are fully open-circuit. In addition, the conducting voltage of
these two diodes can be neglected, for it is much smaller
than the open-circuit voltage of the TENG. With the above
assumptions, the complex circuit shown in Fig. 3(b) can be
simplified to the linear circuit shown in Fig. 3(c), which
is similar to the unidirectional circuit shown in Fig. 1(b).
Similarly, in the second half of each cycle when Voc is
decreasing, the circuit can also be simplified, but the direction
of C L is reversed because of the function of the full-bridge
rectifier.
The initial condition we utilized is still the same with the
analysis of unidirectional charging, that is the initial charges on
both C T and C L are zero. So at the beginning of the first cycle,
the total charges stored on node M [shown in Fig. 3(b) and (c)]
are zero, which is shown in mathematics as Q 1M = 0
(Q kM stands for the total charges on the node M at the
beginning of the kth cycle).
Now, we consider the kth charging cycle. During its first
half, it is a unidirectional charging step. Similar to the previous
derivation, at the end of this half cycle (x = x max ), the charges
stored on C T (Q) and C L (Q C ) can be given by
Q k,1end =
QC
k,1end

C L Q SC,max − Cmin Q kM

(7)

C L + Cmin
Q SC,max + Q kM
= CL
C L + Cmin

(8)

where the subscript in Q k,1end stands for its value at the end
of the 1st half in the kth charging cycle and Cmin stands for
the value of C T (x = x max ).
From the end of the first half cycle to the beginning of the
second half cycle, the direction of C L is reversed due to the
function of the full-bridge rectifier. Thus, the charges stored on
Node M at the beginning of the second half of the kth cycle
M
) can be given by
(Q k,mid
M
Q k,mid

= −Q k,2begin +

QC
k,2begin

= −Q k,1end −

QC
k,1end .

(9)

The second half cycle is also a unidirectional charging step
(x is from x max back to 0). Similar to the previous derivation,

at the end of this half cycle (x = 0), the charges stored
on C T (Q) and C L (Q C ) can be obtained as [Cmax stands for
the value of C T (x = 0)]
Q k,2end = −
QC
k,2end

M
Cmax Q k,mid

C L + Cmax
M
C L Q k,mid
=
.
C L + Cmax

(10)
(11)

At the end of this second half-cycle, the direction of C L is
reversed again. Thus, the charges stored on Node M at the
M ) can be given by
beginning of the (k + 1)th cycle (Q k+1
M
C
Q k+1
= −Q k+1,1begin + Q C
k+1,1begin = −Q k,2end − Q k,2end .
(12)

Through the above equations, a recursion relationship
for Q kM can be derived below
M
Q k+1
=

C L − C max C L − C min M
Q
C L + Cmax C L + Cmin k
CL
C L − C max
+2
Q SC,max .
C L + Cmax C L + Cmin

(13)

With the boundary condition of Q 1M = 0, the above
recursion relationship can be easily solved as
Q kM =

C L − C max
C L − C max
Q SC,max −
Q SC,max
Cmin + Cmax
Cmin + Cmax


(C L − C max )(C L − C min ) k−1
×
.
(14)
(C L + Cmax )(C L + C min )

Therefore, the voltage on C L at the end of kth charging
C
cycle (|Vk,2end
|) can be easily derived as
 C 
V

k,2end


k 
Q SC,max
2(Cmin + Cmax )C L
=
1− 1−
.
Cmin + Cmax
(C L + Cmax )(C L + C min )
(15)
It is useful to note that the above derivation is also
applicable to other categories of TENGs because we did not
utilize any TENG category information in our derivation.
In practical applications, C L is usually much larger than both
Cmax and Cmin . Under this condition, (15) can be further
simplified to (where f stands for the frequency of the periodic
motion)


 C 
2 (Cmin + Cmax ) k
V
 = Q SC,max
1 − exp −
k,2end
Cmin + Cmax
CL


Q SC,max
2(Cmin + Cmax ) f t
=
1 − exp −
.
Cmin + Cmax
CL
(16)
Equation (16) clearly shows that a TENG together with a
bridge rectifier under periodic external motion is completely
comparable to a dc voltage source in series with a resistor
regarding the capacitor charging characteristics. They all
follow the same exponential saturation trend. The value of the
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dc source is the saturation voltage (Vsat ) shown in Fig. 4(a)
and its value can be easily calculated as
 C 
 = Q SC,max .
Vsat = lim Vk,2end
(17)
k→∞
Cmin + Cmax
Similar to the first-order RC charging circuit, Vsat is
only a function of TENG parameters, but it is independent
of C L , which is consistent with the numerical results shown
in Fig. 4(a). Utilizing the parameters shown in Table II, we can
calculate that the saturation voltage for the previous TENG
system is 105.06 V, which is very close to the simulation
results (104.8 V).
In addition to the saturation voltage, the charging speed
is another important charging parameter. Analogous to a
first-order RC charging circuit, time constant (τ ) is utilized to
characterize the charging speed, which can be easily given by
τ=

CL
.
2(Cmin + Cmax ) f

(18)

The time constant is directly proportional to C L . Therefore,
the value of the effective resistor in the first-order RC charging
circuit can be easily extracted as 1/[2 f (Cmax + Cmin )], which
shows that the TENG with a larger inherent capacitance can
charge C L with a higher speed.
Moreover, when C L is large enough, linear charging
behavior is observed and the TENG is working on quasi-SC
condition. When C L is close to infinity, the final stored charges
at the end of the kth charging cycle can be given by
 C

 = lim 2k Q SC,max = 0
(19)
lim Vk,2end
C L →∞
C L →∞
C
 C

 LC 
lim  Q k,2end  = C L lim Vk,2end  = 2k Q SC,max . (20)
C L →∞

C L →∞

Since the maximum charge generated from the TENG
is Q SC,max for each half cycle, the above results show that
all the charges generated from the TENG are stored in C L .
At the same time, the voltage difference across the TENG is
zero, which is completely consistent with the numerical results
shown in Fig. 4(b).
Finally and most importantly, there also exists an optimum
load capacitance (C L ,opt ) at which the stored energy reaches its
maximum value. This optimum load capacitance is critically
important for optimized design for such energy harvesting
system and needs to be analytically derived to show its
dependence on the TENG structural parameters and cycle
numbers.
From (16), the energy stored in the load capacitor at the
C
) is given by
end of the kth charging cycle (E k,end
C
E k,end

=

C
C L Vk,2end

2

=

C L (Q SC,max )2

2(Cmin + Cmax )2

2(Cmin + Cmax )k
× 1 − exp −
CL
2



2

.

(21)

C
reaches its maximum
At the optimum capacitance, E k,end
value. Therefore

C
d E k,end
= 0.
(22)
dC L
C L =C L,opt

Fig. 5. Analysis of the optimum load capacitance. (a) Relationship between
stored energy and load capacitance at different cycle numbers. (b) Extracted
optimum capacitance with cycle numbers. (c) Relationship between stored
energy and load capacitance at different xmax . (d) Extracted optimum capacitance with xmax . (e) Relationship between stored energy and load capacitance
at different dr . (f) Extracted optimum capacitance with dr .

Thus, an analytical solution for C L ,opt can be obtained as
C L ,opt = 1.592k(Cmin + Cmax ).

(23)

Equation (23) is an excellent approximation of C L ,opt only
when k is >10 because the approximation that C L is much
larger than both Cmax and Cmin is utilized during the derivation
of (16). However, the charging cycle number in almost all
cases is >10, so (23) is always a good estimation in practical
applications.
To verify the above theoretical anticipations, numerical
calculations are carried out with contact-mode attachedelectrode TENGs with different parameters and cycle numbers,
as shown in Fig. 5. Without special notation in the figure, the
values utilized for the parameters are exactly the same as those
in Table II. First, the influence of the charging cycle number
on C L ,opt is investigated. As shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b),
when the number of charging cycles increases, C L ,opt and
the maximum energy stored both increases and an accurately
linear trend between C L ,opt and the charging cycle numbers
is observed. In addition, the influence of several structural
parameters on C L ,opt is investigated as well. For practical
contact-mode TENGs with an acceptable charge generation
efficiency (x max should be much larger than d0 ) shown
in Fig. 3(a) [21], (23) can be further simplified utilizing the
parallel plate capacitance model


ε0 S
ε0 S
1.592kε0 S
C L ,opt = 1.592k
+
. (24)
≈
d0 + x max
d0
d0
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(b), which have the same shape and trend as the theoretical
prediction shown in Fig. 4. The relationship between the
stored energy and the load capacitance is also plotted and
an optimum capacitance for the maximized stored energy is
also observed as the theoretical prediction. If the interpolated
optimum capacitance was extracted and plotted with the cycle
number, a very good linear relationship is observed, which
is consistent with our theoretical prediction. All of the above
experimental results further validate the conclusions from our
theoretical derivation, clearly showing its potential to guide
future experimental designs.
IV. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 6.
Experimental measured TENG charging profiles under periodic
motion. (a) Measured voltage–time relationship at different load capacitances.
(b) Measured stored charge–time relationship at different load capacitances.
(c) Measured stored energy–load capacitance relationship at different cycle
numbers. (d) Extracted optimum capacitance with cycle numbers.

First, we investigate the influence of x max . Intuitively,
increasing this maximum moving distance will increase the
OC voltage of the TENG [21] and may have an obvious influence on Vsat and C L ,opt . However, from (16), Vsat and C L ,opt
are mainly affected by the sum of Cmin and Cmax , in which
Cmin is negligible compared with Cmax for a contact-mode
attached-electrode TENG [21]. Thus, since x max can only
affect Cmin , the whole charging behavior and C L ,opt is almost
independent of x max . As shown in Fig. 5(c), the total stored
energy as a function of C L for different x max almost coincide
with each other. When x max increases from 1 to 3 mm, C L ,opt
only decreases from 756.9 to 745.5 nF, which is completely
consistent with the theoretical estimation from (24). In contrast
with x max , since the dielectric thickness (dr ) will have significant impact on Cmax , the total charging behavior and C L ,opt
is obviously dependent on dr . As shown in Fig. 5(e) and (f),
when dr increases from 25 to 100 μm, the maximum stored
energy increases from 1.04 to 4.05 mJ and C L ,opt decreases
from 1486 to 379 nF, which is completely consistent with the
theoretical inverse ratio relationship.
To further validate the theoretical equation presented above,
experiments were carried out to compare with the theoretical
expectations. A contact-mode attached-electrode TENG with
the structure shown in Fig. 3(a) was utilized in this experiment.
The triboelectric pair material in the TENG was Al and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). Al was utilized as one electrode and
at the backside of the PTFE, copper was deposited as another
electrode. The whole structure was supported by two acrylic
sheets. The bottom plate was bonded onto the measurement
desk and the top plate was driven by a motor with a 2Hz harmonic motion. Through bridge rectifier made from
four low-leakage and high-breakdown diodes, different lowleakage capacitors were charged by this TENG and a voltagemeter (Keithley Model 6514) was utilized to measure the realtime voltage across the load capacitor. The measured charging
curves for different capacitors are shown in Fig. 6(a) and

A comprehensive theoretical study of the charging behavior
of TENGs is presented for the first time. The charging behavior
strongly depends on the load capacitance. For multicycle
charging with a bridge rectifier, the saturation charging behavior is completely analogous to utilizing a dc voltage source
with an internal resistance to charge a load capacitor. The
TENG with larger SC transferred charges and smaller inherent
TENG capacitance can charge a load capacitor to a higher
saturation voltage under unlimited charging cycles and the
TENG with larger inherent capacitance can provide a smaller
charging time constant. An optimum load capacitance that
matches the TENGs impedance is observed for the maximum
stored energy. This optimum load capacitance is linearly
proportional to the charging cycle numbers and the inherent
capacitance of the TENG. Experiments were performed to
further validate our theoretical anticipation. This paper clearly
shows the unique TENG charging characteristics, which can
serve as an important guidance to design an integrated TENG
energy harvesting system for practical application.
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